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Smith continues position
By BRYAN W. ROBERTSON
TJ staff writer
Winthrop College President
Phil Lader announced March 6
that Dr. Michael Smith will continue as Winthrop College's
academic vice-president and
faculty dean. During the past
year Smith has held this office
on an interim basis. His appointment was approved by the
Board of Trustees from 145 applicants for the college's highest
academic office.
According to Public Information and Steve Smith, staff
writer for the Evening Herald,
Smith has been part of the Winthrop College faculty since 1976.

His most recent position was the
head of the English Department.
He began his job as interim
faculty dean shortly after
Provost Glenn Thomas was appointed to direct the college's international studies center.
A graduate of the University
of North Carolina, Smith
received a master's and doctoral
degree from UNC-Greensboro.
Prior to his position at Winthrop, Smith taught at UNC, the
University of California at Los
Angeles and Elon College. While
at Winthrop he directed the
writing center where he
organized programs in writing
reports and scientific and
technical writing.

V

Student from Nigeria Robertson heads up Peace
dies over Spring BreakRibbon Campaign toD.C.
By SUSAN SMITH
TJ editor-in-chief
Winthrop student Benson 0.
Ihaza, 32, originally from Benin
City, Nigeria, died March 14 at
Piedmont Medical Center, from
a combination asthmatic and
heart attack.

On The
Inside

Ihaza, who came to Winthrop
almost two years ago, had been
waxing his car in the parking lot
adjacent to Roddey Apartments
when he began to have trouble
breathing. When Richardson
resident Steven Smith and
Ihaza's roommate Gene Tsai of
Roddey went to get in their car,
Ihaza approached them. Smith
and Tsai took Ihaza to Public
Safety where Sergeant McSwain called an ambulance and
began CPR.

Director of the International
Club, Tom Shealy, said, "All
members of the International
Club and friends are deeply
awry about this tragedy."
Exaai Schedule.
Dr. Suzanne Haefele of
Registration Ckansea- . P * . 8
Crawford Student Medical SerEndowment Granted.. • P*.2 vice and Orlando Zozaya,
Senate Passes BUL... .Pg.3 Assistant Apartment Manager
Big South Conference... P*. 6 at Roddey, rode in the ambulance with Ihaza.
Sherry Morgan, Breazeale
Apartment Manager, and Judy
Hooks, Manager of Roddey

By TOM STERNS
Lose In Case Of Nuclear Warfare." The finished products will
Apartments, along with Zozaya TJ staff writer
be sent to Washington D.C. for
are responsible for packing and
Winthrop College will take a national tie-in. On August 4 the
securing Ihaza's belongings for a
part
in
the
nationwide
Peace
ribbon will be tied around the
family member to receive.
Ribbon Campaign, headed by Pentagon in memory of the 40th
Winthrop student Bryan anniversary of the nuclear bomCindy Cassens commended Robertson.
bings of Hiroshima and
Morgan, Hooks, and Zozaya on
Nagasaki.
"an excellent job of handling the
situation."
Robertson first thought of the
idea while working on a previous Robertson explained, "For
Winthrop's contribution, I decidA distant relative from article for the The Johnsonian on ed to put the school logo in the
Charlotte will pick up the the peace movement. "While I center, and students can sign
belongings
and
make was working on the article, I around i t The material was
arrangements for Ihaza's body began talking to Dr. Mary de donated by Pat Blaney Bright
Grys of the philosophy departto be shipped back to Nigeria.
ment. We began discussing how from the campus ministries. She
Winthrop could get involved and Dr. deGrys have both been
"Benson was a very polite and with the program. She sug- a big help in this."
well behaved student, a good gested that perhaps I should see
ambassador, and very active in what could be done. The idea
the International Club," Shealy sounded worthwhile so I became
According to Robertson, the
also commented.
involved."
cloth will be on display in
Dinkins on April 9th an 10th
from 9:00 until 11:00 a.m. It will
A memorial service was held
The project involves obtain- then be sent to the campus
Friday night at the Baptist
Student Union at 6:30, with Bob ing a piece of cloth (18x36 inehes) ministries. They in turn will
Porterfield of the Winthrop and placing on it something in send it to the local tie-in in Rock
Campus Ministerial Association connection with the programs Hill in mid-May, then to the natheme, "What I Can't Bear To tional tie-in in June.
presiding.
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Newsbriefs
Alpha Delta Pi elects new officers
The Zeta Tau Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi sorority recently
elected new officers for the upcoming year. They are as
follows: Lyn McConnell- president; Gary Gill- executive vice
president; Amy Smith- pledge education vice president; Sally McFadden- membership chairman; Susan CrawfordPanhellenic delegate; Janice Kay- recording secretary; Kim
Ayers- corresponding secretary; Lisa Amick- treasurer; Susan
Charvey- House chairman; Sally Hardin- guard; Kim Kelleychaplain; Lynn Drawdy- registrar; Pam Ingles- reporterhistorian; Teresa Minor- sophomore member at large; Linda
Schermerhorn- junior member at large. Congratulations to all
of the new officers and thanks go out to the retiring ones for
all of their hard work.

NDSL
Do you plan to graduate or transfer this spring? Are you
an NDSL borrower? You need to learn about your National
Direct Student Loan Benefits before leaving campus. Call
Lucy Currence, NDSL Office, 323-2241, or come by room 21,
Tillman Hall for an appointment.

College Store
The Winthrop College Store will be closed Monday April
1, 1985 for inventory. It will reopen after the inventory is
complete.

Political Science Club
The Political Science Club will meet today at 5.00 to elect
new officers and refund money to those who went on the
Washington trip. The meeting will be held in room 206-B
Tillman.

Plan To Teach?
All students who plan to student teach either fall or spring
semester next year (198536) should attend a meeting in
Withers Auditorium on Wednesday, April 3,1985, at 4:00 pan.

A TSperformance
Ashley Byrd at ATS, March 25, 26. "I Get by With a Little
Help From My Friends," with Elizabeth Byrd, Jeff Powell,
Teresa Allen, Weston Alford, and Brett Smith. Something different each night!

Xi Phi Chapter
Xi Phi Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. proudly announces the 1985-86 Miss Black and Gold queen: Miss
Rachelle Jamerson. Miss Jamerson is a freshman from
Orangeburg, SC majoring in Fashion Merchandising. CONGRATULATIONS RACHELLE!

Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta is sponsoring a Greek Kidnapping on March 27
to raise money for the Rock Hill Home for Battered Women.
The kidnappees will be held in Thomson Cafeteria from 4:30
p.m.-6:30 p.m. Donations appreciated. For more information
call ext. 3342.

Werts donates $10,000
By DONNA CAPPS
TJ staff writer

gift was $500 and the second was stitutional Advancement, this
a house in Florida. After selling appreciation from the students
the house and paying the fees, has been one of the major
Fred K. Werts, a retired the amount left was $18,000. reasons for Mr. Werts' latest
superintendent, donated $10,000 This gift enabled 4 scholarships donation. "He is very interested
to Winthrop in memory of his to be awarded. His total dona- in the recipients," said Knowles.
wife, Ruby Hipps Werts (class of tions add up to $40,000.
1932).
The scholarships are awarded T h e j j e s c h o l a r s h i p s to e d u c a .
annually to two high scholastic t i o n m a j o r s wi i] c o n t i n ue forever
ach ,eving
The Werts worked together
.
elementary educa ion
0f the endowments,
in the same schools for 34 years. m a j o r s e a c n y e a r "
Knowles stated, "It is the gift
In fact, Mrs. Werts even turned
that keeps on giving." Due to the
down higher education jobs in The Scholarship Foundation large initial amount of $40,000
order to remain working with asks each recipient to express (not including the interest) that
her husband.
their personal thanks to Mr. he has given, Mr. Werts remains
This is the third donation to Werts. According to Timothy one of the largest donors of Winthe school by Werts. The first Knowles, vice president for In- throp College.

A. •

Spring break-New York style
By USA C. HAZEL
TJ staff writer

theatre tickets, seminars by ar- students) attended seminars
tists,
designers,
and given by commercial artist,
photographers, and also Bryan O'Neill and photographer
For many Winthrop students, museum admissions." The for Time, Neumweek, and Life
Spring Break was the opportuni- students traveled the 12 hour magazines.
ty to bask in the warm sun of tbe journey by bus and lodged at the Other scheduled activities
South and comb its many sandy Hotel Edison, located in the were touring the World Trade
beaches, hot for several others heart of Times Square.
Center and the Empire State
ft wa* ^ o p p o r t u n i t y to towr Students
visited
such Building. On the lighter side, the
the cold streets of New York museums as tbe Whitney .students had a chance to attend
and gase at the many works of Museum and the Museum of two plays, "Sunday in the Park
art in such famous museums as Modern Art. "It was an oppor- with George", a Broadway
the Metropolitan Museum
to
J M j r the musical, and "The Foreigner",
Af$* <£ >
'&
.
_» .
The annual trip to New York paintings without having to see
Cfty during Spri°£ Break, coor- t h e m o n slides wiSin the Adding to the e n s u r e to
dinated by Wade Hobgood, classroom setting," commented New York City, their visit was
Associate Profeyor <rf the Art Hobgood.
not ended without topping it off
Department, and Bobbie Fuller The trip was a rewarding and with a night of dance at Studio
or the Fashion Merchandising enlightening experience far the 54, not quite comparable to the
Department, was open to all students, particularly Frank Money. The club was full of
Winthrop students, but art and Jones, a junior majoring in Art. many varieties of people and
fashion merchandising majors "Almost everything I've studied styles.
were the primary participants, in Art history, I got a chance to Jones said, MI had a great
Several faculty and staff see in the Met. It was a positive time, I really enjoyed it. All
members also took advantage of experience to go into the Winthrop students should take
the opportunity to visit New Museums and be able to relate part in this trip offered by the
. .
. __,A ,
. to the artists' works and see the Art Department.
The trip cost »340 for six actual sizes and rich colors of the Hobgood, who carries a group
days and six nights, said works." Jones also visited to New York every year, added
Hobgood, which covered lodg- SOHO, the district for graphic with excitement, "They had a
ing, round-trip bus fare, two designers. He (and other good time!"

Second endowment granted

By BRYAN W.ROBERTSON
TJ staff writer
„ „
,
Winthrop College announced
The Apartment Association of Roddey and Breazeale
that the Daniel Foundation, part
wishes to Congratulate Tracy Yarborough for winning a
blender which we raffled off. Thank all of you who participated of the Daniel International Corand made this raffle such a success.
poration in Greenville, has made
a $275,000 donation. The gift
Zeta Tau Alpha Omicron
from the construction firm will
be used to set up an endowment
The Zeta Tau Alpha Omicron pledge class welcomes its new for the college's future use. For
officers: president- Susan Coltrane, secretary- Juliana Nelson, every dollar received from other
treasurer- Cathie Cooper, social/activities- Shannon Hendrix.
resources in 1985, Daniel will

Apartment Association,

match it and pay over a period campus performances.
This is the second largest endowment made to Winthrop According to Winthrop Presi- the first being $500,000 from the
dent Phil Lader and Public In- Springs Industries made to the
formation, $250,000 will g 0 School of Business in January,
towards renovations to Tillman These gifts will generate around
Auditorium for a 900 seat per- $80,000 per year forever for the
forming arts center. The remain-college's needs in the future
ing $25,000 will be used as a years The gifts constitute a
Daniel Young Artist Develop- strong endorsement of the value
ment Fund. This will allow stu- of a Winthrop Education," Lader
dent musicians to travel to off said.

0f five years.
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Greek Week hits Winthrop campus
By TRISH McKITRICK
T J staff writer

probably 600 students involved
with Greek chapters here at
Winthrop. "When I first started
working with the planning of
Greek Week I was worried
about confliction among members, but there has not been
problems with that. I feel that
the benefiting factor for all of
the organizations is the experience of working together
with the various groups,"
Gabriel commented.
All of the people that I talked
with felt that two of the reasons
for Greek Week were to simply
have fun and expose themselves
to other Greeks and especially
non-Greeks.
"Non-Greeks are more than
welcome to attend the singout in
McBryde, the games on Dinkins
lawn, and the open house,"
Gabriel said encouragingly.
Terry Grayson sums up feelings
of Greek Week quite well. She
said, "It's a time to get together
and have a good time, but it also
makes us visible to everyone."

plan of all the needs to be taken
care of such as getting tee shirts,
trophies, certificates, and setting things up. Then they head a
larger group consisting of
representatives from the
organizations, who are needed to
carry everything out," Gabriel
said. The steering committee is
split into specific categories concentrating on each particular
area of Greek Week. The
categories are the banquet,
publicity, and games. Careful
planning and preparation are
required for each. Tammy Knox
comments, "I can't wait to see it
all come together. I have always
enjoyed Greek Week, but never
realized the amount of planning
required to make it an exciting
one."
The steering committee has
already scheduled the events
that will take place for the week
of April 8-11. On Monday night
there will be a singout. The
singout enables one fraternity to
work closely with another
fraternity to come up with a
song that they can sing together.

Terry Grayson explains, "The
organizations will be judged on
originality and Greek unity-not
on how well they can sing."
Tuesday is Jersey Day-all of
the Greeks will be wearing the
jersey that represents their
fraternity. Also, in the afternoon
open house will be held. All of
the Greeks that have houses will
leave the doors open for all to
come and take a look around.
Gabriel remarks, "Open house,
like the singout, is new this year
and may make this the best
Greek Week yet!"
Wednesday,
each
organization will have a display
characterizing their particular
fraternity. The fourth and final
day of Greek Week will include
the games and a banquet. Thursday afternoon on Dinkins lawn
the games will take place from 3
p.m. to 6 p.m. Some of the games
to be played include Simon Says,
the egg toss, water relay, and
Dizzy Lizzy. Six people will be
chosen from each Greek
organization to actually participate in the games. One per-

son from each organization will
be chosen to keep peace; this
person is responsible for the
drawing to put their team on the
schedule and must know the
rules of the games.
A semi-formal banquet will
follow later that evening in
Thomson Cafeteria at 7:30. It
will cost $1.75 with meal plan or
$3.75 without a meal plan.
During the banquet in order to
promote a sense of unity among
all of the Greek organizations,
the steering committee will have
place settings in such a way so
that the members of the same
Greek organization will be sitting in a different area. Awards
will be presented during the
banquet.
Unfortunately, there will not
be a dance this year due to complications in finding a place to
hold all of the Greeks here at
Winthrop.
"The support from all of the
Greeks during Greek Week is
always very good; there are

mittee that will research legislation affecting the classes. Other
duties will include supervising
Senate passed a bill in its first the annual Battle of the Classes
reading last Wednesday recom- and the Senior Gift Committee.
mending specific duties for class The bill was sent to the Rules
and Regulations Committee for
officers.
According to Richardson further examination.
Senator Bryan Grant, initiator
of the bill, class officers will In other business, senate
serve on a student life subcom- voted to table the recommenda-

tion calling for residence hall
study rooms and discussed what
to do with the $950 remaining in
the budget. Vice-president Tim
Sturgis proposed using half for
a campus party and the other
half for a plaque to be presented
to the college. The proposal will
be discussed by the Student
Allocations Committee.

three children and enjoys golfing and fishing. This is his
seventh year at Winthrop
music
classesHis father was an army band teaching
master for 20 years; his grand- i n s t r u m e n t a l conducting,
father, 84,* plays the cello in the methods of instrumental and a
Quincy, Illinois Symphony. With brass class for music majors. He
this family background it is no also conducts the Symphonic
surprise that Bill Malambri, Band.
director of the symphonic band The repertoire for the Symat Winthrop, chose to pursue a phonic Band is chosen from a
Masters degree in Music from basic band repertory including
both original wind music and orEast Carolina University.
Originally
from North chestral transcription.
Carolina, Malambri has perform- The band averages aped in the Ringling Brothers Cir- proximately 70 players in the
cus Band, the Tippizan Show, fall, and drops to about 56 in the
and many college bands across spring. The bands perform here
the country. His professional ac- at Winthrop and take an annual
tivites have taken him all over three-day tour in the fall.
the Eastern Coast-line including According to Malambri, "One
New Orleans, Louisiana. They of the things that distresses me
include guest conducting, ad- most is that if we had every
jucation and appearances. A Winthrop student who played in
former state chair-man of the high school, we would have
College Band Directors National about 1500 students. If we had
Association, he has received that many students we could
awards of excellence from come with several more bands."
Chapel Hill Board of Education, Any students who are not music
Prince
William
County majors but are interested in still
Virginia's Board of Education playing an instrument are
and the Winthrop Presidential welcome to come and talk with
Citation.
Mr. Malambri about being in the
Malambri is married, has band.

What's up with the Greeks?
GREEK WEEK! Thanks to
careful planning from a select
group of individuals who form
the steering committee, a week
filled with exciting activities is
well on its way. Under the direction of Christina Gabriel, the
steering committee began
collaborating early in September. Gabriel explains, "to begin
with, we organized ourselves
and identified the different
areas. Now the committee is
meeting every week."
The students selected from
the various Greek organizations
to work on the steering committee are as follows: Terry
Grayson, Randy Bagley, Tammy
Knox,
Lane
Bembenek,
Georgeanne Pratt, Rob Sellars,
Andre Issac, Tijuana Gladner.
Each of these students has his or
her own responsibility for
preparations to make Greek
Week run smoothly. "The
steering committee gets a basic

Senate passes bill for class officers

By LISA BUIE
TJ managing editor

OFFICIAL WINTHROP COLLEGE
EXAM SCHEDULE SPRING SEMESTER 1985
CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
MONDAY
M0
M0
HMO
11 >00
UiQO
1 * 0 PM
240 P M
JdO P M
• J O PM
M O PM
M 0 PM
* 3 0 PM
7 4 0 PM
M O PM
TUESDAY
M0
*15
*25
M0
M0
1060
11:00
12:30
140
240
JJO
440
540
6:30
740
M0

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

EXAM A M G N M E N T
*30
MO
M0
11:30
M0
11:10
M0
340
11:30
11J0
6=30
*30
*30
*30

M
M
V
R
F
F
W
F
S
S
M
M
V
V

11:30 M
11:30 M
11:30 M
M0 R
840 T
M0 T
11:30 T
840 S .
840 S
340 R
11:30 «
11:30 W
*30 R
*30-T
*30 T
*30 R

CLA»
BEGINNING TIME
WEDNESDAY
MO
M0
1240
1 4 0 PM
2 4 0 PM
>.30 PM
M O PM
M O PM
* 3 0 PM
THURSDAY
M0
1040
12:30
140
240
440
540
* 3 0 PM

WR1 101 A N D 102
MASS E X A M

E X A M ASSIGNMENT
*30
840
•40
11:30
340
840
*30
340
*30

W
W
F
F
V
F
V
T
V

840
840
11J0
340
340
340
11:30
*30

R
T
T
R
R
T
S
T

340 M

T M i ia lha ofcial nranMnarirm Khaduh fcr y r i n f i m x u f r Examination* may not acred 2Vl hour* in lenfh. Legitimate
conflict! are deflacd.aa fat DWK more than one scheduled exam per period; more than twi scheduled exama per day;
and more than three achedultd t u n i In any four conttcurivt pel lode. A aiudrnt with a t o l l m a n conflict will rwctvf
written notification hoot the lUajMrar't Office. The inatructor involved will alao be M M notification of the conflict. Ptreonal conflicts w d i a* ttfv •1 plana and work schedules do Mt warrant a change in examination* tin**. The Wat day
to d n p a claae fee Spring StiMMtr i* Friday. April 19th, at M 0 p.m.

Malambri directs band
By JULIE THOMAS
TJ staff writer

Support

Responsibility
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Where's yours?
By SUSAN R.SMITH
TJ editor
Responsibility as defined by Webster's Neic World Dictionary
says "obligation, accountability, dependability, etc. Can we
honestly say we possess these qualities? Do we try to achieve
responsibility to our ourselves, our family and/or our school?
Nothing is more irritating than someone saying "I'll be glad to
take care of that." and nine out of ten times they never give it a
second thought. I often hear students comment "No problem,
Mom and Dad will pay for it." Now don't get me wrong, I know
that many of you foot the bill for your education and expenses,
but the majority of us don't. My parents will never know how
grateful I am for all their help and mostly for their support. Think
about it? Most of us owe Mom and Dad a big "Thank YOU."
Dependability and Accountability are important components of
the word responsibility. Are we ready to take full charge of our
lives and be held accountable for all our actions. Especially those
who only have 33 days until graduation.

Mhnsonion

We are all depended on by someone: our roommate, fellow
students, class officers, organization members, our best friend,
and our school. Winthrop doesn't owe us, we owe Winthrop. It's a
give and take society and as the oldest cliche' in the world says,
"you get out of something just what you put into it!"

Kditor-in-chicf..... Susan R. Smith
Managing editor
Lisa Buie
News i-di(or.
Ik-lh Ingram
Asst. news editor.. Monnic Whitson
Sports editor.
Robert Jolly

*It seems as though we need to take a minute to stop and look
around! Share a smile or a thank you! Do we owe someone a favor
or how about a surprise?

By MONNIE WHITSON
TJ assistant news editor
How 'bout a date? Would you like to go out with me? How
about a stroll through Glencairn Gardens or maybe a walk around
the college lake? We could even round up a football and play at
Sims field. What about a nice talk on a Saturday afternoon? And
maybe when spring rolls around we could pick wild flowers
together. Sound fun? Let's make it a date.
I think I've had approximately 3 V2 dates since I arrived here
my freshman year-now I'm almost a junior. Either no one likes me
or guys around here are broke. I choose to believe the latter.
My friends and I are always amazed when one of the girls has a
date. By date I mean, "Hello Sally - this is Fred - would you like to
go out?" I don't mean, "I'll meet you out at Joe's Bar and Grill." I
would enjoy - for a change - a real honest to goodness date! But
you're saying to yourselves, "I can't afford to take someone out!"
Herein lies the misconception. I think I would probably have a
better time just talking with someone. You know - a nice quiet
conversation at the lake. My romantic ideals coming through
again! To me a date is just being with someone you like or are interested in, not necessarily a candle-light dinner. Of course, prime
rib is always nice, but being with someone curbs my hunger!
And too - guys don't always have to make the first move. C'mon
girls - be aggressive. I think most guys would be flattered!
So - next time when you're thinking about that cute little blond
in your Stats class or that nice guy with the piercing blue eyes in
the cafe - call 'em up. "How 'bout a date - let's go for a walk." Who
knows? You might even have fun - a little hungry - but happy!

Advertising manager.. James Dedes
Business manager... Kay Arrowood

WRITKRS: Tom Stearns. Cindy Johnson. Kay Arrowood. Trish McKitrirk.

Take just a minute to think about responsibility. I most
definitely include myself. This editorial was supposed to be in two
hours ago..

Let's make it a date

Layout editor... Candy Wainwright
Asst. layout editor.... Lika Sehrock

Judy Alston. Laurie Anne Dedes.

>:•

Cartoonist
Frank Jones
Copy editor
Leona Stalcup
Photo editor
Ceorgeanne Pratt
Asst. photo editor... Randy Greene
Contributing editor. Robert McDonald
j e ff Coleman, Julie Thoma-

Bryan Robertson. Doug Cobb, Todd Hutchinson, Donna Capps, Violetta Weston.

ADVERTISING STAFF: Diane Tennyson, Felecia Turner. Kim L'ssher.
The Jnhnstmian was established in 1923. it is published by the students of Winthrop College and is printed
u , U r.l l .1 'h .( n t . L , m " U r k ' S X - T h l > m a i l i n * address is P.O. Box B800. Winthrop College Station.
" •
Subscription rates are 56 a year and S3 a semester. Advertising rates are available
upon request.
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Letters to the Editor
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By RANDY GREENE

Famine

I am particularly offended by per/sec. on weapons, too.
McDonald's use of the adjective "Defense weapons" that is!!!
Dear editor,
"self righteous" in describing A reality where money spent
I was particularly disturbed those who contribute to the on fertilizer for golf courses
by Mr. McDonald's editorial in relief effort. I believe "concer- could have fed 150 million people
the March 4th Johnsonian. ned" would provide a better a year. A reality where money
Amidst his meandering diatribe description for those of us whose spent on guns could have
on the disastrous Ethiopian world view extends beyond the brought "butter" for millions
famine, McDonald makes boundaries of the Carolinas. and millions of people.
several erroneous and con- Predictably, McDonald resorts Money which could have
tradictory assertions which ser- to the cliche argument which educated people would give
ve only to exacerbate the dif- asks "What about those suf- them the knowledge, the
ficulties of bringing the African fering in our own country?". I do technology, and the means of
drought and its related not question the fact that there production so they would not
problems to the attention of the are many here in the U.S. suf- have to beg for your charity.
fering from the malaise of All of the above stats have
Winthrop community.
First of all, the. editor has poverty and hunger, as well as been computed by the World
claimed that an extra "bowl of poor medical care and a lack of Bank, and they are not just cold
Corn Flakes or bologna san- education, and I am pleasantly statistics. Hungry people are
dwich" will do those who are surprised by McDonald's our brothers and sisters and
starving little good. Mr. Mc- cognizance of these unfor- when our privilege is morally
however,
these required. The demand for
Donald seems to be oblivious to tunates;
the fact that the issue is one of problems are solved in the long justice, Mr. McDonald, hurts,
survival and that while the run by political reforms to which threatens our status quo, and it
meager rations the relief agen- the present administration is in- comes from an angry voice even
cies procure for the Ethiopians transigent. The starvation in if it looks like Sally Struthers
are far from being culinary Ethiopia is an immediate with a Laudered face.
delights, they do provide the problem with life and death But you got wise, Mr. McDonald. You don't worry about
necessary caloric intake for hanging in the balance.
It is my sincere hope that Mr. the good Samaritans. Excellent.
these suffering human beings to
McDonald soon realizes that we You worry about your runaway
live.
Secondly, McDonald claims exist in one global community selfishness and your attitude of
that the "upper crust or middle and I can only express my own "I've got mine".
class" Ethiopians should bear regret and dismay if his opinions As far as the good things you
the brunt of costs for famine reflect those of the student body can do here at home no one has
ever prevented you from doing
relief. This "solution" posed by at large.
that.
Mr. McDonald shows a tremenI don't believe that you need a
David Mark Birdsey
dous ignorance of political and
weatherman to tell you where
economic realities. Not every
the wind is blowing, Mr. Mcnation has a viable middle class,
Donald. Only look around and
especially
those
whose
examine things with a naked eye
economies are mainly agrarian.
and we will spare you if you
Perhaps Mr. McDonald sees the
spare them!
world as composed of two car
garages and green suburban Dear editor.
George Coundoussias
lawns, but sadly, this is not the
In an article published by The
case. If the entire economic out- Johnsonian, Monday, March 4,
put of Ethiopia were to be ear- 1985, page 5, Mr. Robert Mcmarked for famine relief, it Donald expressed his thoughts
would do little to solve the. about "commercialism" which as
problems the present drought a result elevated him to the
has created.
zenity of his desparation crying
out loud "spare me."
McDonald lambasts the effor- I would thank you if you grant
ts of actresses such as Sally me the opportunity to give an
Struthers,
who
without answer and present him with
payment, devote their time and some facts. I agree, Mr. Mceffort and yes, money to help Donald, things are really getting Dear editor,
The lack of interest and parstop the effects of starvation and out of hand. How true th- is.
stimulate others to do the same. What Mr. McDonald I .ers as ticipation has caused the failure
He further argues that "common a reality and facts is only his and extinction of the Philosophy
people" who have been to perception and reality of the Club. This club was popular
Ethiopia are never given a chan- world somehow he got dazed three semesters ago when these
ce to air their views. Since Mc- and confused by what he sees classes were filled, but those
Donald claims that his only around, and he failed to realize students have moved on and no
choices for television viewing the increasing disparity bet- one has filled their place. Also, a
are "dull basketball games and ween wealth and poverty; bet- permanent meeting place or
scenes of starvation", I suggest, ween the lure of money and the designated topic helped to
remove the club but Houston
sir, that you change the channel demands of justice.
from ESPN to PBS and observe
A reality where the USA. only Craighead tried to organize and
several of the excellent consumes 36 percent of the hold the club together. Maybe if
documentaries concerning the world resources even through someone were to reorganize the
African problem. On these its population is only 6 percent club it could be resurrected and
programs, "commoners" such as of the world population. Your become popular once again.
Peace Corps volunteers provide government, Mr. McDonald,
Concerned student,
an Everyman view on the suf- spends about $6.5000 per/sec. on
Troy Kelley
fering of the thousands.
weapons and the world $17,000

"How do you think Winthrop
College will change in the
next 5 years?"

"It depends on who will be
president and if President
Lader goes to Clemson,
because Winthrop has put a
good reputation under him."
Martha Stone,
freshman

"It will change because of
Exams being implemented
and I think it will grow
because of sports and
academics."
Charlie Ratludge,
junior

"Phil Lader won't be here, he
will be governor. The campus
will look 100 times better
because of his renovations,
and the ma!e/female ratio will
probably be equal."
Kelley Brunnells,
junior

Commercialism

Club

"Maybe we will find better
use of funds and funding. In 4
years I've seen a lot of
wasteful distributions of funds."
Paul Sowney,
senior

"More males will probably
come in and academics will
probably improve."
Tracey Dysone,
freshman

Big South conference is

Big stuff

ByROBERTJOLLY
TJ sports editor
As we should all know by now, Winthrop College has gained
a well acclaimed NCAA status, but where does that put us? It
leaves us a member of the NCAA Big South conference. Actually, Winthrop has been involved with the Big South conference for over a year, but is now becoming actively involved
as far as scheduling and rule changes.
The idea for the new conference has been around for some
while; it simply took time and a lot of commitments to get the
ball rolling.
The conference officially began August 21, 1983. The conference was formed originally by Howard Bagwell, athletic
director at Baptist College in Charleston, and Dr. George
Christenberry, president of Augusta College in Augusta,
Georgia. Both schools held NCAA status at that time.
These men began recruiting other schools and held a conference for all schools interested on April 24,1983, in Columbia, S.C.
Schools that sent representatives to this meeting were
Augusta College (NCAA division II), Baptist College (NCAA
Division I), Campbell University (NCAA division I independent
at the time), Winthrop College (NAIA), UNC-Asheville (NAIA),
and Gardner Webb (NAIA).
It was at this meeting that the official conference name was
founded. Nield Gordon, himself, was responsible for creating
this title. Also at this meeting five schools committed themselves to the Big South conference.
Unfortunately the NCAA requires that all conferences have
at least six schools. Therefore, Dr. Edward M. Singleton was
nominated and elected commissioner with the specific duty of
recruiting more schools. The next school to join was Radford
University, soon after Armstrong State College, UNCAsheville, and Columbus College were added. After a few
loose ends were tied the conference officially began operation
in the fall of 1984.
Originally the conference approved a minimum of six men's
sports; however, they did not stop here. Recently the
executive committee of the Big South conference voted to add
conference championships in women's sports beginning the
1986-87 year.
The conference has just completed its first year of operation
in men's sports. The sports include soccer, cross country,
basketball, tennis, golf, and baseball. The six women's sports
will be: volleyball, cross-country, basketball, tennis, softball,
and swimming. Conference scheduling and championship play
will begin in the fall of 1986 with volleyball and cross-country.
Because some schools, like Winthrop, are still developing
their women's athletic program, the schools will not be
required to participate in all sue for the inaugural year, but
most participate in four. Singleton said, "I was pleased with
the action of the executive committee and look forward to the
addition of the women's programs into conference play."
In other action by the committee, a basketball tournament
for the men was approved to include the 198536 season.
As you can see, Winthrop, a school on the grow, has joined a
conference on the grow. So let's grow get 'em!

Support
W.C. Baseball

Lady Eagles wrap up season
were defeated by the College of The next road game was to
Charleston Lady Cougars. Janet Gaffney, South Carolina against
Dykton led with 16 points follow- the Lady Saints of Limestone.
The Winthrop College Lady ed by Pam Garrett with 14 The Eagles had already
defeated the Lady Saints but
Eagles wrapped up their season points and 11 rebounds.
last month with a loss against This loss set up a game for the Lady Eagles' luck ran out as
Claflin College of 19 to 68. third place against UNC- Limestone walked over WinStephanie Morris led the team Asheville's Lady Bulldogs. Due throp 73-63.
with 16 points and 16 rebounds. to a turnover in the last nine
Fran Marshall and Janet Dykton seconds of the game Winthrop Columbia College was the
scored 12 and 11 points lost a chance to tie up the game next opponent for the Lady
respectively.
Eagles. The Eagles were on a
and lost the game 58-56.
The next game for the Lady hot streak in the Coliseum as
Two days later the ladies Eagles was a re-match against they trounced their guest 93-83.
played the Redford Lady the Lady Crusaders of Belmont- The last road game was to
Highlanders won the first con- Abbey. Winthrop beat the Greenwood, South Carolina to
test by a score of 79 to 32. The Crusaders earlier inthe season Lander where the Lady Eagles
second game was not much dif- by a wide margin. The outcome were seeking revenge on their
ferent with Radford beating remained the same as the Lady earlier loss. Winthrop steamed
Eagles slid by the Lady over the Lady Rifles 63-61.
Winthrop 76-57.
The next games were during Crusaders 63-52.
The last regular game of the
the 15th Annual Winthrop In- Next on the road to Conway season was against Erskine in
vitational Basketball Tourna- South Carolina to play the Due West, South Carolina. The
ment the Lady Eagles beat Coastal Carolina Chanticleers. Lady Eagles played possibly
Limestone 71-69.
Coastal played one of their best their best game of the season
During the semi-finals of the games against the Eagles flying over the Flying Fleet
tournament the Lady Eagles beating them by a score of 64-60. 8048.
By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports writer

Lady Eagles spend spring break in Florida
By CINDY JOHNSON
TJ sports writer

Standout players for the another double-header.
eagles include shortstop and All- On Saturday March 30 WinAmerican Diane Sisley, Pitchers throp will host a Round Robin
The Lady Eagle Softball team Paige Nichols, Lyn Bouknight. Tournament with Furman
spent its Spring break on the Coach Griffin cited Trudy University, Georgia State
road playing eight games on the Taylor for her exceptional offen- University, and Newberry ColFlorida road trip, the Eagles sive and defensive play. Taylor, lege. The games will be played
returned with a record of 8-3-1. who plays 2nd base for the at 11.00 a.m., 12:30 p.m., and 3:00
The trip gave the Eagles 6 wins Eagles, has earned a batting p.m. on Saturday. The tournaand two losses suffered by the average of above .500.
ment is sponsored by the Sport's
Eagles to the University of
Station, formerly known as Sam
Southern
Florida.
"South According to Griffin, the team Wyche.
Florida is a very good NCAA is hitting much better than
District 1 ball team. We are very earlier in the season and the pitwell prepared beacause of the ching game has greatly improv- The Eagles who were ranked
Florida trip," he said.
ed. Griffin feels that defensive- number 2 in the nation in the
In other games this season, ly the team is making too many NAIA polls last season, are
the Eagles have defeated USCS mental errors, but he is pleased eagerly awaiting this season's
four times, Eckerd College with the experience the team is polls which will appear next
twice, and Stetson twice. The gaining.
week. The 83-1 record implies
only other loss of the season was Monday the Eagles will take that the Lady Eagles are not onto Tusculum in the season on Newberry College in a double ly having a great season, but
opener. The Eagles tied header at home. Wednesday the that they are beginning a WinTusculum later in the season.
team travels to Limestone for throp softball tradition.

Eagle Events
Softball
March 25
Much 27
March 30
March 31

Newberry Coll.
Limeitone Coll.
Newberry Coll.
Georgia State
Furman
Lander

March 25
March 26
March 27
March 28
March 29

Wofford Coll.
Voorheei Coll.
Francis Marion
Radford Univer.
USC-Coai tal

HOME
Gaffney, SC
HOME
HOME
HOME
Greenwood

3:00
2:00
11:00
12:30
3:00
2:00

Men's Tennis
March 25
March 27
March 28
March 29

USC-Spertanburg
Ohio Univeriity
USC-Coa«tal
Preibyterian

Spartanburg
HOME
HOME
Clinton. SC

2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00

Baseball
Spartanburg
HOME
Florence
HOME
ConwBy.SC

3:00
3:00
3:00
2:00
3:00

Women's Tennis
March 25
March 27

Lander College
USC-CoaMal

HOME
2:00
Conway, SC 2:00
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Personal Messages
A & A, Madge, Melanie and
Debra, Too Much Fun In
Lauderdale!! Let's take the rest
of the soup and go again next
year! A & A, I'm serious about
Oklahoma.
Melon
Head,
whenever you want to go to
Boston-I'm game! Love Ya,
Robin
Fellow Sigma Pledges: We're
almost there!!! Let's do it up
right, you guys. I can't wait until
March 29th!! I love y'all. Lori E.
Beth, Thanks for being the
greatest Sigma Mom!! I love
you! Lori E.
Linda C. "Hey let's get a pizza at
2 a.m." Keep smiling! Love you,
LoriE.

Linda Ciesla, Hey Baby, Thanks
for being such a good friend. We
really do have some heavy late
night conversations! THANKS
for being a really, sincere friend.
Laurie Ann, Allison, and Bob, Love ya, girl! Laurie Ann.
We HAVE to go back to the
White Horse someday and finish EDWARD HAMMETT!!!
Whatever happened to Baby
burning their napkins. Bryan
Jane? You and Betty Davis are
Anna, I'm going to have THAT REAL sadists! Ha! Ha! Love,
poster framed just for little ole Laurie Ann
you. Bryan
Rish, Someone's knocking at
Ally, Leigh, and Rhonda, Let's your window.
take out a loan and go to the
Handy Pantry again! THE Chipmunk, Suck on some peanut
Island (H.H.I.) was great! Let's butter! Love, Candle in your
window
do it again! Dickie
Rish, Tal, Chip, Matt, Dickie and
Bunny, Watch out for the frogs! Rhonda, I hear there are some
Keep up the good work! DB
openings at Thursdays Too! R J .

Peggy Baby, What's say you and
I go riding down the interstateHow's about it, HUH? Can I
drive? Bryan

Bulimia spreading among youth
By CINDY SATTERFIELD
Special to TJ

an older teen. The bulimic staropposed to purging.
Until recently the bulimic was ver may be more likely to be inbelieved to be upper-middle volved in stealing, alcohol, and
A twenty-year-old college class and white. This may have drugs to support their habit of
sophomore returns home from a been because they were the only binging than any other type of
sorority/fraternity mixer feeling ones who could afford treat- bulimic.
fullfromthe beer she drank. She ment The fact that few bulimics Another type of bulimic is the
goes into the bathroom to make become ill enough to be situational bulimic. These eaters
herself throw up to reduce her hospitalized is one reason there will only make themselves purge
chances of gaining weight from are so little data on bulimia. for an occasion. For example, a
the beer. This becomes a routine Although 8 percent of bulimics wrestler who has to maintain a
for her, not only after drinking are in high school it is believed certain weight for his weight
beer but after consuming any that the largest population of class, or a model who has had a
substantial amount of food.
lot of food or drink the night
bingers are college age.
This account is not unfamiliar
before an assignment and wants
today. In fact an estimated 12
to rid herself of the extra
percent of women, ages 18-25, Bulimics seem to be very weight.
have serious difficulty dealing normal people. They are usually Also, there is the bulimic
with obsessive food worry, popular, attractive, high dieter who usually doesn't throw
severe dieting, and vomiting. achievers who maintain frien- up but binges and then steps up
This epidemic is known as dships and come from middle to exercise or diets.
"bulimia".
upper socioeconomic groups.
But no matter what type of
Bulimia is an uncontrollable "Bulimics feel a lot of social bulimic, the side effects are
craving of food that leads to and family pressures. They feel dangerous. Extreme diuretic or
secretly consuming large they must be thin to be attrac- laxative abuse can upset the
amounts of high energy food tive, must bejthin to be suc- chemical balance of important
needed for an average meal. cessful, and must be thin to be body fluids. The victim may
Then to rid themselves of the loved. The behavior often starts become dehydrated. The
food they have consumed they after a thoughtless remark by esophogus can rupture and
resort to vomiting, vigorous someone about weight," says Dr. Meed due to vomiting and the
exercise, laxative abuse, fasting, Wolman. "They view a particular stomach acids that pass through
enemas, and diuretics.
body weight as being essential the mouth during vomiting
According to Dr. Patricia to happiness. A bulin. may erode the enamel on the teeth,
Wolman, Associate Professor in begin to use vomiting as an causing them to decay.
Nutrition at Winthrop College, escape. They get into the habit Treatment for bulimia is
"Bulimics are not that thin. of throwing up so much that usually expensive and very long,
Usually they are within 10 per- they may begin to throw up as a but statistics show that 2942
cent of their normal body weight, release that doesn't have percent are cured after six years
but they have distorted body anything to do with how much of treatment. Sometimes the
images of themselves. This is food they have eaten."
initial problem is depression and
why many people are surprised There are several types of is therefore treated with antito find out that someone they bulimics. One is the bulimic star- depressant drugs.
know is bulimic because they are cer. This person may lose more It is hard to know how many
not that skinny."
than 25 percent of their normal bulimics there are because if
Ninety to 99 percent of body weight. They starve them- purging is not socially accepbulimics are women ranging in self by eating little if any food. table within the bulimic's peer
age from early teens to late thir- When they lose control they will group, they are very secretive
ties. Female food bingers out- eat a normal meal and then about their actions. But it does
number men four to one. Men purge themselves. This is a seem to be an epidemic that is
who binge are more likely to use combination of anorexia and widely spreading among the
vigorous exercise and fasting as bulimia. The victim tends to be young people of today.

Good Luck Glenda at regionals!! To the Ft. Lauderdale QUEST
We love and support you. The CreW: I had a great time and I
Brothers of Xi Phi
wouldn't trade you for anything.
After surviving that ride we can
Rhonda Wray: Congrats on your survive anything together! Ya'll
ENGAGEMENT! Can t wait till are Great. George
August 10th. Love Sue
To TJ Staff, Thanks for being To Connie Conits, Shannon
such a hardworking fun group! Hendrix, Sandy Burton, Kim
Ussher and Joy Ana Maria
Love, Susan
Veran, Margaret, Ginny and
Koobie Jack, Been spitting that Clary, Kim Highfill and Cindy,
ole chewin' tobaccie or what? Dell Young and Laura (E.T.),
Goodbye wisdom teeth-goodbye Ronika Myers and Terry II
Thanks
for
Koobie Jack wisdom (the only Graysonbit of wisdom in that head!) everything, girls! I appreciated
your help more than you know.
Signed, Dragon Lady.
Sharron Pearce

Spring Break 1985
By CHIP CALLAHAM
Special to TJ
The day was sunny, but no
one was lying out in front of
Lee Wicker. The parking lots
appeared to be empty except
for a couple of cars belonging
to diehard professors and the
maintenance trucks parked
beside Sims, while the dorms echoed with silence. The
reason, Winthrop was out for
Spring Break.
Most everyone abandoned
the school and headed for
somewhere U.S.A. in search
of the prize possession known
as the ultimate tan. Some
returned with the prize, but
others failed, and appeared to
be impersonating lobsters or
snakes shedding. Still others
returned to school just as pale
as when they left.
But
what about the people who
did not leave and made the
choice to stay. What kind of
stories can they tell or tans
can they flash?
According to David Johnson, a junior from Greenville,
S.C., not a whole lot When
asked what he did during
Spring Break, David replied,
"Every place was so dead, a
few of my friends and I rented a VCR and watched
everything from, "Revenge of
the Nerds" to "Sweet
Sorority Girls in Terror."
Then there are those who
stayed and worked full time
because of employer's
ultimatums. These people are
easy to identify, because they
fit the description pale face to
a tee. After putting in their
forty plus hours for the week,
they headed for the sun only
to find clouds.
Phil Holly, an area bartender, said, "It's a win-lose

situation. While you're
working, the sun could fry an
egg on the sidewalk, but if
you're not, it's either dark or
Jerry's (Peterson) predicted
rain again."
Some made the choice to
stay because they have
become semi-locals and simply refuse to adapt back to
Mom and Dad's lifestyle.
They are tired of hearing,
"not in .my house you don't".
So it's "anything goes" in
their own home. These people
are easy to recognize. Besides
wearing shirts that say
"boogie till you puke", these
hard cores' front lawns are often mistaken for dumping
zones or aluminum can
recycling stations.
Now, classes have resumed
and dorms are echoing with
laughter instead of silence.
The ultimate question will
have been asked a hundred
times. What did you do for
Spring Break?
The employees will reply,
"worked".
The hard cores will reply,
"drank", followed by a belch.
And the Savannah goers
will reply, "got wet".
But what about the Fort
Lauderdale goers, how will
they reply?
"It wasn't just a trip; it was
an adventure," according to
senior Jeff Ruble.
Whatever the case may be,
the reality has sunk in; Spring
Break is over. To most it was
a disappointment to see it go
and to others, a relief. But
now the time has come to get
on the books and start counting the days till school's out.
How will people spend
their summer vacations? After Spring Break, it is hard to
say.
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HJL requests funds Come See Me Festival, 1985
By JULIE THOMAS
TJ staff writer

distribute food.
Glencairn Gardens is the focal April 13, inter national Gourmet1
Action for Food meets most By JUDY ALSTON
point of the "Come See Me" Gardens, DfoUnsJawib April 19,
Monday nights at six p.m. at the
One hundred and fifty letters Westminster House. The
Festival
were sent to congressmen last program which began in March During the week of April 13- Many eventa win take place at Tailgate Party, Coliseum.
Tuesday urging them to support 1984 is sponsored by WGCM, the 21 Rock Hill will host its 24th WintturopCollege. Those events
Hit. 100, House of Represen- Winthrop College Cooperative annual "Come See Me" Festival. are as follows: April 20, Come Some sports events that will
tatives bill. "The Africa Relief M i n i s t r i e s . P r e s b y t e r i a n Activities will inelude the See Me Dance, McBryde Bail be held are as follows: Road
and Recovery Act" requests Minister Randy McSpadden is "Come See Me" Road Race, a April 9-May 4, Winthrop Senior Race, Coliseum; April 20, Sports
$1,016 billion in food and non- the group advisor. AFF is par- tennis tournament, parades, Invitational Art Exhibit, Festival Coliseum area; April
food aid for the famine victims of ticularly involved with ways to fireworks, and antique car show, Rutledge Gallery; April 10-13, 20, Special Olympic Swim Meet,
Africa. The non-food aid portion involve Winthrop students in and many other events. Some "The Importance of Being Ear- Peabody Pool; April 13, Fit for
of the bill includes blankets, hunger. It has also been involved new events such as the country nest," Johnson Auditorium; Life Walk, Coliseum; April 19-21,
inland transportation, and with the Hunger Run, Oxfam and gospel music programs have April 13, American Reflections, Southern Regional Wheelchair
medical supplies.
and Crop Walk. An inter- been added to the annua) slide presentation, Dink ins; Games, Coliseum; April 20, YHBread for the World, a branch denominational group, AFF con- festival.
April 14, Jerry Helton, tenor in CA TriathaJon, YMCA and Winof the larger Christian sists of 10 members. Katie Sponsored by a governing concert. Recital Hall. April 16, throp Lake area; April 16, Winmovement, sponsored the event. Tillinghast, president, stated board of volunteers the festival Lichfield Cathedral Choir Con- throp College vs Limestone. SofIt is concerned with contacting that "We'd like to get more is run by citizens, the festival is cert, Byrnes Auditorium; April tballfield;April 17, Winthrop v»
government officials and urging people involved." Anyone in- funded by the City of Rock Hill, 1?. Concert Roy Magers, Newberry, baseball field; A
them to support aid for the terested is welcome to join the Rock Hill Area Chamber of baritone. Recital Hall; April 18, 17. Winthrop vs Davidson,
hungry. It does not, however, Monday night meetings.
Commerce, and donations from Winthrop CoBege Jass Ensem- niseourts; April 19, Winthr*
local business, individuals, and ble. Recital Hall April 21. Win- UNC- Chapel Hill softball
civic groups. This year's chair- throp College Chorus Concert. April 20, Winthrop vs Co__.
man is Doug Echols, Associate Byrnes Auditorium; April 11-19, Carolina, baseballfield;April S
Athletic Director at Winthrop Tike Making of Frances Patton Winthrop vs Armstrong StrJ
College.
Statham Exhibit, Dacus Library; tennis courts.
By W L E I T A WESTON
New
u s
Secretary
#f
TJ staff writer
Education William J. Bennett

Administrators respond

Conservatives strike

Wijthrop President Phillip
p_ -, .fHp.
. ® mic . *^5 eliminating student aid for one
o 'i? 6 3 1 1 ?
w a.
million college students, studenMj.
fftL
ts would hive to forego such By MARK WOOD
S ® . Administrators who I u x u r i e s ^ s t e r e o s > m
and
fectly aware of what was hap- tying and basic insanity. Now
new
pening in the world around before I'm assassinated, just let
.PP. m a n y °
three weeks at the beach." But Special to TJ
education proposals, but oppose l a s t w e e k > t h e R e p u t e c o n .
them, they were actually doing me say that I'm not trying to be
Warning: A ruthless and something about it.
any reductions of college loans t r o l l e d Senate Budget Commitparty pooper, nor am I attemandgrants.
^ r e j e c t e d s t u d e n t a i d c u t s disabling disease is sweeping But what do we college apting
to condemn those at WinIn an interview Smith said, p r o p o s e d b y t h e
.
America's
college
campuses.
It's
Ad
students do now? Well, we sit throp who do party. I just think
called
"Conservatitis."
As
I
unOver one^half of Winthrop ministration. Cutbacks would
around and drink a little bit of it's about time that students
• e C e , V / f U n ( fc h a v e
payments at $4,000 derstand, it attacks the right beer, do a little homework, go to here opened their eyes to the
side
of
the
brain
and
as
a
result
a
all of our classes, and then we world around them and made a
t Z 1 ? ! 'I
7
year and would restrict
left side of the body is left in come back to our rooms and we sincere
an
limit i "
JO}* eligibility for loans to families athestate
effort to take an active
of total disarray. In fact, drink a lot of beer. While out in part in the
m dd,e w i t h i n c o m e s
f
world. So we might
r families
J r
T
T
i on t w u i n
° less than this terrible disease makes it abclass
who depend
the real world people are dying as well get a little experience in
this aid."
W2.5W.
solutely
impossible
to
deal
with
of hunger and war, and govern- now, right?
The budget committee's
Earlier this year, Lader rejection of the proposed cuts is any concept that refers to leftist ments are preparing themselves for
responded, "These loans enable only a temporary victory, since or liberal motives. No cure has that
fateful day when
first generation college students the budget committee is not ex- been discovered yet, but everything goes boom.
like me, to realize better oppor- pected to complete its budget everyone who voted Democrat Now in the past, America's I know, I know you're
tunities and to generate the resolution until later this month. in the 1984 elections or who youth have always been the thinking, "But I don't want to be
I don't want to make
state's economic growth."
joined some organization con- "pulse of the nation" so to speak. different,
Well, no one likes to be
cerned with changing the world However, if you were to take the awaves."
black sheep, but we, as the
around them seems to be highly pulse of America today you
*
resistant to the affliction. In would find that it was extremely youth of this nation, have an
to our country and
other words, those of us who are weak. So what are we supposed obligation
*
ourselves to get involved. If
* not affected by the disease are to
do?
something happens that you
*
* indeed few and far between.
don't like or don't agree with,
Now maybe the idea of a
First of all v,e have got to stand up and say something
disease called "Conservatitis" is realize that college serves more
Early registration for the fall semester of
a little on the silly side, but you than one purpose. It's not just a about it! It's always nice to see
*
an occasional letter to the editor
1985-86 will be held April 2-5. According to * have to admit that college cam- collection of huge buildings in in the newspaper, just to let us
*
puses
"ain't
what
they
used
to
Registrar Karen Jones, several changes in *
which we are barraged with know that someone out there is
*
procedures have taken place. The changes are * be." as a matter of fact they have page after page of boring notes. concerned. (As a matter of fact,
made
a
very
radical
change
(if
I
It should instead be a many we journalists always
as follows:
*
to see
* may use the word "radical" in faceted jewel of social and in- someone
criticize one of our ar*
Registration will be held in McBryde.
conservative
company).
Maybe
* you don't believe me, but I can tellectual stimulation. After only ticles in the letters section. It
*
Students will be allowed to make adds,
* prove it to you. Try to reach one year of college life, I have tells us that someone has a
drops,
and
other
changes
during
early
*
learned to look at the world and
way, way back into the darkest the people in it in a new and strong opinion about it.)
registration week only.
I guess what I'm trying to say
#
corners of your memory bank to refreshing way. However. I am
An undergraduate may register for no more
the late sixties and early seven- convinced that many students is this. Young people like our«
selves have so much creative
than 18 semester hours without the approval of * ties when college students
here at Winthrop don't exactly and persuasive potential that we
*
his/her academic dean.
* listened to Jim Morrison songs share
this
vision
of
college
life.
*
§/U basis for courses must be chosen by the * while they protested the horrors Some seem to be too taken up cannot afford to be stricken with
the Vietnam War. Now that with one particular aspect of a case of "Conservatitis." The
*r* close of
VI add/drop
auu/urup on Aug. 22,1985.
4Z, lUCD.
*yk of
was an involved group of young their college experience; namely pulse of America is weak, and
we have the ability to
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * people! Not only were they perthe obsession with all out par- strengthen it.

{

Registration
Changes

t

£
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Webb to write history of women's education
By JODY A. BROWN

changes and evolutions.
continued grants to the
Former Toilers, The John- training school and afterwarsonian, and other student ds when it became the normal
In the post-war south publications are also good
educating women in institu- sources. "I've received and industrial college. Johntions like Winthrop College, valuable documents from son was so touched by this
was one of the most influen- alumni and friends of Win- generous gesture that he
wished for the school to
tial factors in overcoming throp as well, and I'm happy to named
for Winthrop."
that region's many problems. interview or receive letters
In his constant search for
Delving into the South's from those who have benefactors,
sought
resurrection after the war memories of student and and obtainedJohnson
$50,000 from
between the states and Win- academic life. Louise Pettus, John D. Rockefeller
throp's birth and growth over an assistant professor of secured matching fundsand
to
the past 100 years is current- education, is helping with in- build the Carnegie Hall now
ly the task of Dr. Ross Webb, terviews and statistical in- Johnson
Hall. He also sought
professor of history.
formation."
and obtained money from J .P.
When the Winthrop Board
Webb will also be traveling Morgan.
of Trustees commissioned to obtain needed information
To Webb, gathering all of
Webb to write the history of for the book. He will visit the this
overwhelming inforthe college at its Dec. 8 J. Pierpoint Morgan Library mation
is a labor of love.
meeting, he readily accepted in New York City and the "Having been at Winthrop 18
the task and visualized the Peabody Institute in Nash- years, I have a deep affection
work as a depiction of educa- ville, Tennessee. He will for it. As we near the centention for women "set against make several trips to Clem- nial in 19861 feel that there is
the backdrop of the New son University to study the a need to record Winthrop's
South."
Benjamin Tillman papers and history as does the Board of
"Among the leaders during- will go to Boston to reasearch Trustees. They are being
the rebuilding of the South the Honorable Robert C. very generous to supply me
there was a twin en- Winthrop, the primary with the needed resources
thusiasm," Webb says. "The benefactor of the college.
and the time."
first was the attack on il"Winthrop's heritage is
Webb came to Winthrop as
literacy through stronger very" rich," Webb says. a history professor and
education. The second was "When its founder, David chairman of the department
the need for industrialization Bancroft Johnson, found that of history, geography and
and capital. At the time of he didn't have adequate funds political science in 1967. In
Winthrop's founding in 1886, to establish a teacher's 1968 he was named dean of
there were few schools in the training school he began to faculty and vice president for
state or the region that train- search for benefactors. He academic affairs, stepping
ed women."
went to Robert C. Winthrop, down to teach history in 1975.
then chairman of the Peabody He was awarded the Algerfund established by wealthy
Webb spends a large por- Massachusetts-born banker, non Sydney Sullivan Award
tion of his time compiling data John Peabody. This fund of by the college in 1974.
Not only will Webb be
and joining historical events $3.5 million was used to
of this educational exodus in establish normal and in- chronicling the college's move
a carol in Dacus Library. dustrial schools throughout from the one room teacher's
Most of his resources come the South. Winthrop, who education building first
frcm the official Archives housed in was an active political figure, established in Columbia in
1894 (now the little chapel) to
the library's ground floor a friend of Lincoln's and a Rock Hill a year later but he
which houses presidential and descendant of John Winthrop will be recording the sucfaculty papers, committee who
founded
the cession of its seven presidenminutes, administrative files, Massachusetts Bay Colony, ts who were both interesting
letters and other manuscripts gave Johnson the first $50 and controversial.
that detail the school's right away for the library. He ^WeVeJiad^ome^er^coloi^^

Staff Writer

African famine draws student attention
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)- "It's incredible what we've awareness is going to benefit us
The famine in Africa has in- created," marvels press officer for years to come. It may start a
spired an unprecedented num- Bon DeFore. "We're breaking all whole new trend."
ber of students to inquire about records, both for quantity and
DeFore estimates that nearly
joining the Peace Corps in quality."
70 percent of the volunteers for
recent weeks.
DeFore acknowledges the un- the agriculture assistance
More than 12,000 prospective precedented response is almost programs are college seniors,
recruits-as many as 8000 of entirely
attributable
to
Normally, the Corps fills only
them college students-have widespread publicity in recent about 60 percent of the vacancalled the agency since Jan. months of the extreme famine cies in its agriculture assistance
10th, when it launched an appeal conditions across much of programs.
for workers with agricultural- Africa.
related skills to help combat the
This year, the agency is
famine in Africa.
"The most common reaction trying tofill600 positions for the
Nearly a month after the to our pitch used to be 'Gee, I spring and summer programs in
recruitment drive was launched, didn't know the Peace Corps that division in Africa.
calls are still coming in at three was still around,' " DeFore "It's most likely we'll fill them
times the normal rate.
recalls.
all," DeFore says.
The interest has been so "Now, it seems we've
Moreover, DeFore says the
strong that the agency may reawakened the American agency may even be able to send
meet its recruitment goals for population as a whole to the fact more volunteers to its programs
the first time in 24 years, Peace that the Corps is still alive.
in South and Central America,
Corps officials say.
"This byproduct in public and Asia and the Pacific.

ful presidents," he says. "D.B.
Johnson, our founding
president, while very much
loved was also very much
feared by students and
faculty. He ran a tight ship,
and he was a man out of his
own time. Many of his ideas
are just taking hold. He
believed that faculty members should know what was
going on in the world around
them. If they didn't, he didn't
consider them very good
teachers."
Dr. Webb describes Winthrop's second president, Dr.
James Pinkney Kinard, as a
very distinguished and
eloquent man. "The studies
I've done show that students
would flock to hear him read
poetry. He was a gentlemen
scholar."
Dr. Webb's 300-or so page
of history of Winthrop should

be available in the fall of 1987
through
the
Alumni
Association to which all
proceeds will go. It will complement a pictorial history by
Ron Chepesiuk, director of
Archives, titled "Winthrop
College
Centennial
Celebration."
Dr. Webb is teaching only
one course this semester. The
rest of his time is spent
devoted to the book. "There's
so much that has happened
over 100 years," he says.
"We've had some extremely
innovative people at Winthrop, but we don't know
much about them. I hope to
pull together some of the
major
educational
innovations that have had an
impact not only on South
Carolina but on the whole
nation. It's a fascinating
Jieritage."
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Daily
7:00-9*10

Music Videos
Now in Stock
at the
Record Cellar

Missing In Action 2 (R)
The Beginning
Thursday All Seats $2.00

Cinema

Daily
7:00-9*0

10-9 M-SaL
36fr6139

The Last Dragon (PG-13)
Thursday AU Seats $2.00

Rock Hill Mall

Worn Needles
Ruin Records
Replace yours at
The Record Cellar

Witness (R)
3K>0-!fc0 5-7:16-9:15

10-9 M-SaL
366-6139

Tuff Turf (R)
3H)0-5K)5-7:10-9:15

Porky's Revenge (R)

Rock Hill Mall

Compact Discs
Now Available

3:1(^5:10-7:10-9:15

A Soldier's Story (PC)
3:10^:10-7:10-9:15

—•

at

The Record Cellar
Winthrop Students
$3.00 With WCID

10-9 M-Sat
366-6139

Rock Hill Mall

FREE EAR PIERCING
w i t h purchaw of earrings at

ONLY * 5 . 8 8
Large selection to choose from
2030 Ctwrry Rd.
Rock H i l l . SC
10-ft Dolly A Sot.

Fine Jewelry .41 BeuuHJul Hrlu-

One test where only
you know the score.
(Check One)

Yes

•
•
•
•

No

•
•
•
•

Do you want to be the
only one who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy test?
WOukl you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?
Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it with y<fou and
read it in private?
And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dramatic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

Slang: Get a clue on a vogue scen
individual unaware of the world; Clueless-occasionally stupid;
Bodacious Ta-tas-nice breasts; Clueless as Hell-often stupid;
Jammin'-very happy and good; Totally Clueless-in the clouds;
Slang has always been Limp-very unhappy; Common- Get a Clue on Life-beyond hope.
present on the college campus person with no manners; Weird
but now it seems to be more a Agent-strange individual; and Expressions of Life and What
They mean: That's nausea! —
part of the college scene than Twisted-perverted.
Social
Lingo:
Looped, That is bad news; I'm scared of
ever before. A recent random
poll of Winthrop students Toasted, Trashed, Smashed, that!-I'm surprised and amused;
Buzzed,
Faced, Get a grip!-Face reality; That
proved that we're just as slang- Wasted,
conscious as any other college Plas -red, Blind, Blitzed, blows!-That is unsatisfactory;
students. Many of the phrases Blasted, Tore-up--intoxicated; G.Y.S. (Get You Some!)-selfthat turned up in the Winthrop Blowin' Oats, Going into Reser- explanatory; Get a wheel!survey were also present in a se, Talking to the Seals, You're upset; Get a skidmark!national college poll conducted Hashing, Praying to the Por- You're really upset; Get skidby People magazine. Such words celain God, Commode-Hugging marks all over the place !-You're
and phrases as "squid", "Scopin' Drunk-vomiting; Hurt unit- extremely upset; Too much fun!"talkin* to the seals", and someone drunk; Fried, Talking That sounds interesting; Pretty
awesome!-That
is
"bogus" are being used from to Mary, Burning One-getting much
Rock Hill to L.A. While the dic- high on marijuana; Central Park amazing; That's what i'm
tionary defines slang as Mugging-a bad drug deal; saying!, That's what I'm talking
language of coarse, familiar, or Scopin'-checking out members about!-I totally agree with what
jocular character, the best way of the opposite sex; Hangin' Out- you're saying; Screw that noise!to explain the new directions of relaxing; Cruising Chicks (or -That is ridiculous and I don't
.slang is to give examples. Below Dudes>-going to a bar; Convo-a want to hear it; Hold the phone!are some of the new and unique conversation; The Triangle, The Wait a minute; I'm in the weeds!,
expressions that Winthrop Tri-Fry-The Money, Silver I'm up a tree!-I am busy beyond
Dollar Saloon, & Elmo's; The belief. (This phrase has roots in
students are using.
F r e d ' s - - T h o m s o n the restaurant/bar business.);
Salutations: What's up!, C a f e ,
Chill out!-Just relax and take it
I What's Happ'n! What's Shakin!- Cafeteria.
Terminology: Vogue-very easy; Check out the boofi-Look
' Hello and how are you?
i Characterization: Geh-stupid questionable; Vogue Scene-a at that outrageous and unusual
and/or bad; Nervous and In- bad or interesting situation; hairstyle; Too funny!-That is
secure-worried; Dudes-males; Bogus, Gnarly-something bad or humorous; Far too funny!-That
is extremely humorous.
I Chicks, Leg-females; Squid, disgusting.
I Tired-undesirable female; Geek- The Varying Degrees of Valedictions: Let's get the hell
-undesirable male; Airhead, Cluelessness in an Individual: out of Dodge!-Let's go; Check ya
Space Case, Space Cadet- Get a Clue-temporary insanity; later!-Goodbye.
By DICKIE BUCHANAN
Special to TJ

$ 1 OFF ON ANY

Regular Price

$8.69 LP OR TAPE

Coupon and Winthrop I J).
Must Be Presented BEFORE Purchase

THE RECORD CELLAR
Void alter Much 30 (Limit 2 per auttomer)
10-9 M-SaL
3664139
Rock Hill Mali

BICYCLE SHOP OF ROCK HILL

DON'T

Get Your Bike Ready For Spring!
Tune Up Special
Regular $25.00

If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score.

WAIT

Sheet Music
Now Available
At
The Record
Cellar
10-9 M-SaL
366-6139

Rock Hill Mall

FORMAL WEAR
RENTALS
THF
GENTLEMEN'S
SHOP NOW offers a 1
eon pie tc line of for:
••I wear and accessories for weddings
and all fornal occasion. We have a
foil liae of colors,
styles and siies
ranting from Boy's
aixe 4 to Men's size 60
Extra Long.

N O W *15°°

324-5125
Vz mile from Winthrop Campus towards downtown
119 South Oakland Ava.

®h# (gentlemen's &hii)>
VILLAGE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
10-8 MON.FRI. - 10-6 SAT.

366-8139

<>
!«•
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RESEARCH

Compact Discs
Now Available

** •Jfovwsf $K.

at

Formal Days are Here!

The Record Cellar
10-9 M-Sat
36645139

Corsages start at 5.95
Boutonnieres start at 235

Rock Hill Mall

Make your date smile with that
something special from Nancy's.
FREE DELIVERY TO WINTHROP

NkkD'Angelo
Msawfnmc

Mon-Sat.

1450 Ebenexer Rd.
327-5155

easytoMm

Until ht had to
risk ft aK
for the only
thing that
naHymatfnd

Dtc% March 26
M0PM
Tillman Auditorium
$1 WCW $2 Guests

Cart anytima for your books Mtwaan

10am-12pmft 1 pmtoSpm

//^I

Sand S2 tor catalog
lot cum 18,000 topica to
• M M your raaaarch aftort*. R x into;, call toHfraa 1-S0M21-5745 On IIHoot* call 312-822-OJOO)
w i

R M M C C K . Rm M 0 - N .

Omww. Cnmao. IL torn

SAVE 10% ON

WINTHROP
WEDNESDAYS
If you're a Winthrop College student or faculty
member, Wednesday is your day at Long John
Silver's. Simply present your Winthrop I.D.—
and we'll take 10% off your check!
2427 Cherry Rd., Rockhill

LONGJOHN
SILVERS

Monday

Winthrop College Students
SPRING SPECIAL

At Judi s
DUCKS I N A R O W
Otn populai p o n o l a m
duck* tiad w i t h pa>t*l
ibbout. M . M

00

C. P E R S O N A L I Z I D
EASTER BASKETS
Hand pointad in yout
cho.ce of d a * i g n i .

for 6 months
Call now for appointment

Cnerrv Road
Bealy Mall
Roct* Miii. sc

^
324-4030

i

Spa Fitness
Center
359 Park Avenue
Rock Hill, SC
324-5291

0 . R U N N Y BASKET
Roautiiul hond-paintad bun
ny till w i t h l l o w a t v p l » " l oi uso as on t aslo i B o i k e l
•1S.M
Also avoilobla w i t h o col

A . EASTER TREE O R N A M E N T S
So many to choosa from
Some a v a n t o n ba parsonoliiad

For Your Enttr Him..,
SHOP JUOI'S AT ROCK HILL MAIL
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BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

v
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0
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DOMINO'S Menu
M Z Z A M All
Pizzas Include Our
Blend of Sauce
DELIVERS Special
and 100% Real Cheese
Before you bum out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino's
Pizza In just 30 minutes
we'll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!

Call us.
324-7666
760 Cherry Rd
324-3111
1148-B East WMteSt.

Open for lunch
11am-1am Surv-Thurs.
11 a m - 2 a m Frl&Sat.

Our Super
Cheese Pizza :a C P ®
12" CHEESE 4.99
16" CHEESE 6.99
lite*
Any***
2 items
Sites*
4 item
SiteM

1T
*5.76
15.76
16.86
17.47
18.25
18.88

16"
S8£4
18-54
SMI

30 minute
guarantee

D
E
L
I

V

if your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes,
present this coupon to
the driver for $3.00 off
your pizza
One coupon per pizza
Fast, Free Delivery"

324-7666
760 Cherry Rd

S11.M
«236

Additional Hems
Pepper on i. Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, OHves,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Hot Peppers, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick
Crust

Our drivers carry less
thsn $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
e i M 4 Domino* PUB Inc.

*2.00 off sny 16"
2-ttem or mors pizza
One coupon per pizza
EXPIRES: 3-2*85
Fast, Free Delivery"

324-7666
760 Cherry Rd

1

E
R
S

